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Friendly monsters help teach parts of the bodyâ€”and indulge in a silly dance!â€”in this Sandra

Boynton classic.Serious silliness for all ages. Artist Sandra Boynton is back and better than ever

with completely redrawn versions of her multi-million selling board books. These whimsical and

hilarious books, featuring nontraditional texts and her famous animal characters, have been printed

on thick board pages, and are sure to educate and entertain children of all ages.
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I bought _Horns to Toes_ for our daughter when she was nine months old, and it quickly became a

favorite. This book has a catchy rhyme, which makes it very easy to memorize, so we can recite it

on demand no matter where we are (it was so popular when I recited it to the kids at daycare, I had

to teach it to her teachers!). We combined the words with gestures, and our daughter learned her

body parts before she was a year old. She is now 16-months and still enjoys "dancing" to the words.

This book is about our equipment: eyes, arms, teeth, backs, tails, etc. As we read this book, my

daughter looks for the appropriate items on herself, her dolls, and sometimes me! After she figures

out that we don't have those big tails, she's done with this. The pictures are cute, the rhyme scheme

works, but its hit or miss.This author has a lot of different books that appeal to a lot of different kids,



so if this doesn't sound like something new or right for you, keep looking -- there's probably a

perfect Boynton book for your child.

This, like Boyton's other books, is one of my daughter's favorites. The rhymes are catchy and easy

to read, and my daughter loves pointing to each of her body parts. Better for kids 1-1/2 to 2.

This is a terrific book with a short rhyme on each page showing cuddly animal monsters pointing out

their anatomy as they do everyday behaviors like eating or walking. My son loves this book. He

points to his own eyes, ears, mouth, arms, etc. as the book discusses each body part. The pictures

are colorful and there's just the right amount of text per page.

My daughter loves these books. Started off with the going to bed book now we are starting to collect

the whole set. They are the hard cardboard material which is perfect and easy for little hands to

hold. The text is big and easy to read. And of course big pictures for children to enjoy. Perfect short

and sweet bedtime book.

We've had a lot of good times reading this one. Kimberly had the names of her body parts down pat

at an early age, and I know this book helped. She also learned to count to ten early with the

counting of the fingers in here.

I got this book for my son when he was about 18 mos, and it soon became a favorite. We both love

the catchy jingles. I love the fact that it encourages the non-sensical joy of being a kid, all the

beautiful silly-ness of childhood, while teaching . . . My big thing is not only books my son enjoys,

but books I am happy to read again and again--This is one of those books.

I got this book for my 3 month old grandson. He doesn't like it as well as the other Sandra Boynton

books but I think it's because this book doesn't use the primary colors but more subdued ones. I

know at this age, babies respond to colors and not so much the story, so I put it aside for now but I

know that when he gets older he will love it!
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